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performance Service-Oriented Network monitoring ARchitecture
    
 a network measurement toolkit designed to provide federated coverage of paths and
help to establish end-to-end usage expectations

Existing solution

a distributed, RESTful search and analytics engine capable of addressing a growing
number of use cases. It centrally stores the data for lightning fast search, fine‑tuned
relevancy, and powerful analytics that scale with ease.
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SOME OF EXISTING ALARMS

Firewall issue
is an alarm generated when node is
involved in links that lost 100% of its
packets for all tests in a given period or
when the number of links (having lost all
packets) is more than 10

High packet loss
problem alerts for
packet loss above 2%.

Bad one-way
delay
measurements is generated
if a node reports time
greater than 100ms

alarm calculates clock
corrections for all nodes that
appear as both source and
destination

Complete
packet loss
alarm is created when
a link drops all packets

Large clock
correction



1-3 weeks
4-5 weeks

6 week
7-9 weeks

10-12 weeks

Timeline
Familiarization

Debugging &
Deployment

Deployment &
Performance
Evaluation

Enabling Alarm Alarm Creation

thorough
familiarization with all
the tools
(ElasticSearch, Kibana)
used in this project, the
code and system
infrastructure

 eliminating bugs and
deploying developed
alarms

deploying, debugging,
evaluating the
performance of our
alarms on a real-time
basis, suggesting fixes
and extensions /
improvements

writing and adding the
script for the new
alarms to the existing
infrastructure

creation and
development of a new
alarm concept, its
implementation and
alignment with existing
alarms
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